
 

 

Prickly Pet Hedgehog Sales Contract  

PO Box 794 Andover OH 44003        (216) 302-4430  contact@pricklypet.net 

J L Chandler LLC DBA Prickly Pet , known as "Seller," agrees to enter into this contract with 
____________________, known as "Buyer" on __/__ /20__.  

This agreement is based on the following provisions:  

1. The Adoption/Sale of "_________" (the Hedgehog) for the total price of $__________plus 6.75% OH sales tax(if picking up) due upon pick 
up or one week before shipping and understand the fee is not refundable outside the agreement of this contract. 

2. Buyer agrees to provide all reasonable care to "___________" not limited to feeding a healthy hedgehog diet, veterinary care, Clean habitat not 
less than 4 sq feet, and clean drinking water. 

3. Seller agrees to provide a 72 Hour Health guarantee for "___________" Should "__________" become sick within 72 hours due to parasites or 
similar condition that is directly related to J L Chandler LLC DBA Prickly Pet or it(s) establishment(s) J L Chandler LLC DBA Prickly Pet 

will pay vet bills directly related to the medical condition up to 25% of the original purchase price of "_________". Should "________" pass 
away within 72 hours due to parasites or similar condition that is directly related to J L Chandler LLC DBA Prickly Pet or it(s) 
establishment(s) and the Hedgehog has not been exposed to other animals, Buyer has the right to request a full refund or replacement Hedgehog 
of equal or lesser value at J L Chandler LLC DBA Prickly Pet choice. A necropsy report from a veterinarian is required to prove that a covered 
illness was the cause of death. Trauma, stress related illness, and bacterial infections are NOT covered. Buyer agrees to take "________" to the 
Vet within 24 hours or the 72 hour health guarantee is null and void. Also being exposed to other animals within the 72 hour also voids the 
guarantee. All vet bills and expenditures are the responsibility of buyer. The guarantee does not cover accidents or neglect of any kind. 

Furthermore, the Buyer agrees:  

If at a later date (The Buyer) are unable or unwilling to keep (The Hedgehog), (The Buyer) agrees to contact J L Chandler LLC DBA Prickly 

Pet immediately for the option to reclaim (The Hedgehog) via phone and email (listed on this contract). (The Buyer) agrees to give J L 

Chandler LLC DBA Prickly Pet 10 business days to reply and meet these agreed upon terms before placing (The Hedgehog) with a third 

party. Transportation fees directly related to returning (The Hedgehog) to J L Chandler LLC DBA Prickly Pet, including flight costs if 

required, will be paid by J L Chandler LLC DBA Prickly Pet. Should J L Chandler LLC DBA Prickly Pet reclaim (The Hedgehog) within 

the first 6 months of this signed agreement, (The Purchaser) is entitled to a refund that totals 50% of the original purchase price of (The 

Hedgehog)(original price = $________). After the 6 month period ends, should J L Chandler LLC DBA Prickly Pet choose to reclaim The 

Hedgehog, The Buyer will not be entitled to a refund. If J L Chandler LLC DBA Prickly Pet is unable or unwilling to reclaim (The Hedgehog), 

(The Buyer) will place (The Hedgehog) privately to a knowledgeable and responsible third party. 

Invalidity or unenforceability of one or more provisions of this agreement shall not affect any other provision of this agreement.  

This agreement is subject to the laws and regulations of the state of Ohio.  

 

Signed:  

 

___________________________                                  __________________________ 
{Sellers Name}                                                              {Signature}  

 

___________________________                                  __________________________ 
{Buyers Name}                                                              {Signature}  


